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The distribution of nucleotides in protein coding genes is studied with autocorrelation functions.
The autocorrelation function YRY(N)iYRY, analysing the occurrence probability of the i-motif
YRY(N)i YRY (two motifs YRY separated by any i bases N, R = purine = Adenine or Guanine,
Y = pyrimidine = Cytosine or Thymine, N = R or Y) in the protein coding genes of eukaryotes,
prokaryotes and viruses, reveals the classical periodicity 0 modulo 3 associated with the normal frame
0 (maximal values of the function at i = 0, 3, 6, etc). The specification of YRY(N)i YRY on the alphabet
{A, C, G, T} leads to 64 i-motifs: CAC(N)i CAC, CAC(N)i CAT, . . . , TGT(N)i TGT. The 64
autocorrelation functions associated with these 64 i-motifs in protein coding genes have all the
periodicity modulo 3, but, surprisingly, not always the expected periodicity 0 modulo 3. Two new types
of periodicities are identified: a periodicity 1 modulo 3 associated with the shifted frame +1 (maximal
values of the function at i = 1, 4, 7, etc) and a periodicity 2 modulo 3 associated with the shifted frame
−1 (maximal values of the function at i = 2, 5, 8 etc). Furthermore, the classification of i-motifs
according to the type of periodicity demonstrates a strong coherence relation between the 64 i-motifs,
which is, in addition, common to the three gene populations, as the same i-motifs in the three gene
populations have the same periodicities.
The three periodicities 0, 1 and 2 modulo 3 can be simulated by an evolutionary model at two
successive processes. The simulated genes are generated by a process of gene construction, with a
stochastic automaton followed by a process of gene evolution with random insertions and deletions of
trinucleotides simulating RNA editing. For almost all i-motifs, the autocorrelation functions in these
simulated genes are strongly correlated with those in protein coding genes, for both the type and the
probability level of periodicities.
This paper describes the process of ribosomal frameshifting leading to the shifted periodicities, which
may reveal overlapping genes or concatenated genes from different frames. It also presents the
evolutionary aspects of the shifted periodicities. The shifted periodicities cannot be associated with the
RNY model (Eigen & Schuster, 1978, Naturwissenschaften 65, 341–369) or the RRY model (Crick et al.,
1976, Origins of Life 7, 389–397), but are compatible with the oligonucleotide mixing model (Arquès
& Michel, 1990, Bull. math. Biol. 52, 741–772). Finally, a variant of the primitive translation model
of Crick et al. (1976) is proposed to explain the shifted periodicities.

perties were identified with the autocorrelation function w(N)i w' (defined in Arquès & Michel, 1987 and
below in Section 2.1) analysing, in gene populations,
the occurrence probability of the i-motif w(N)i w':
for example, two trinucleotides w and w' separated
by any i bases N. On the purine/pyrimidine alphabet

1. Introduction
The distribution of nucleotides in genes is not
random. Indeed, several non-random statistical pro§ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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F. 1. Periodicity 0 modulo 3 identified with the autocorrelation
function YRY(N)i YRY in the protein coding genes of eukaryotes.

(R = purine = Adenine or Guanine, Y = pyrimidine
=Cytosine or Thymine) and with the i-motif
YRY(N)i YRY (w = w' = YRY and N = R or Y), the
autocorrelation function YRY(N)i YRY identifies, in
genes, periodicities (modulo 2 and 3), sub-periodicities
(modulo 6), maximum, local maxima, etc (Arquès
& Michel, 1987, 1990a, 1990b). For example, in the
protein coding genes of eukaryotes, prokaryotes and
viruses, the autocorrelation function YRY(N)i YRY
shows the classical periodicity 0 modulo 3 associated
with the normal frame 0 (maximal values of the
function at i = 0, 3, 6, etc; see Fig. 1).
The i-motifs obtained by specifying YRY(N)i YRY
on the alphabet {A, C, G, T} are studied here. With
R = A or G and Y = C or T, there are 64 i-motifs:
CAC(N)i CAC, CAC(N)i CAT, CAC(N)i TAC, . . . ,
TGT(N)i TGT. The 64 autocorrelation functions
associated with these 64 i-motifs in protein coding
genes should also have the periodicity 0 modulo 3
found with YRY(N)i YRY. Surprisingly, this method
identifies two new types of periodicities, as well as a
strong coherence relation between the 64 i-motifs,
which are common to the protein coding genes of
eukaryotes, prokaryotes and viruses (Section 2):
(i) Most of the autocorrelation functions have the
classical periodicity 0 modulo 3. Unexpectedly, a few
autocorrelation functions have a periodicity 1 modulo
3 associated with the shifted frame +1 (maximal
values of the function at i = 1, 4, 7, etc) and a periodicity 2 modulo 3 associated with the shifted frame −1
(maximal values of the function at i = 2, 5, 8, etc).
(ii) The classification of i-motifs according to the
type of periodicity demonstrates a strong coherence
relation between the 64 i-motifs: If two i-motifs
w(N)i w' and w'(N)i w have the same periodicity, then
they have the periodicity 0 modulo 3. If two i-motifs
w(N)i w' and w'(N)i w do not have the same periodicity, then they have the periodicities 1 and 2 modulo 3.
The non-random statistical properties identified in
genes (periodicities, sub-periodicities, maximum, local
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maxima, etc) are, in our previous works, simulated by
an evolutionary model at two successive processes:
(i) a process of gene construction: a duplication of
an oligonucleotide (Arquès & Michel, 1992) or an
independent mixing of oligonucleotides (Arquès &
Michel, 1990b) followed by (ii) a process of gene
evolution: substitutions (Arquès & Michel, 1993,
1994) or random insertions and deletions of
trinucleotides simulating RNA editing (Arquès &
Michel, 1992).
In Section 3, we demonstrate that the three
periodicities 0, 1 and 2 modulo 3 can be modelled with
the same approach. The simulated genes are
constructed with a stochastic automaton (a newly
developed process of gene construction) followed by
random insertions/deletions of trinucleotides (a
process of gene evolution already used in Arquès &
Michel, 1992). For almost all i-motifs, the autocorrelation functions in these simulated genes are strongly
correlated with those in protein coding genes, for both
the type and the probability level of periodicities.
Otherwise, the method for constructing the automaton is presented step-by-step, allowing the reader to
apply it to other situations.
The first part of the Discussion recaps on the
properties of the genetic code involved in codon
translation and leading to the classical periodicity.
Then, the shifted periodicities are related to the
process of ribosomal frameshifting, which creates
overlapping genes or concatenated genes from
different frames by translating frameshift sites. The
second part presents the evolutionary aspects of the
shifted periodicities. We demonstrate that the shifted
periodicities cannot be associated with the RNY
model (Eigen & Schuster, 1978) or the RRY model
(Crick et al., 1976) deduced from the primitive
translation model of Crick et al. (1976), but are
compatible with the oligonucleotide mixing model
(Arquès & Michel, 1990b). Then, a variant of the
primitive translation model of Crick et al. (1976)
introducing frameshift site translation, explains the
shifted periodicities.

2. Identification of Shifted Periodicities Common to
Protein Coding Genes of Eukaryotes,
Prokaryotes and Viruses

This method generalizes the previous autocorrelation function definition on the alphabet {R, Y}
(Arquès & Michel, 1987) to the alphabet {A, C, G, T}.
Let F be a gene population with n(F) DNA
sequences. Let s be a sequence in F with a length l(s).
2.1.

 
Let w be a trinucleotide on the alphabet {A, C, G, T}
(A = Adenine,C = Cytosine,G = Guanine,T = Thymine) obtained by specification of YRY (R = A or G,
Y = C or T): w $ T = {CAC, CAT, . . . , TGT} (eight
trinucleotides). Let the i-motif mi = w(N)i w' be two
trinucleotides w and w' in T separated by any i bases
N, N = A, C, G or T and i $ [0, 99]:
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(i) Type 1: periodicity 0 modulo 3, for example
the autocorrelation function CAT(N)i CAT in the
protein coding genes of eukaryotes [Fig. 2(a)],
prokaryotes [Fig. 2(b)] and viruses [Fig. 2(c)];

mi $ {CAC(N)i CAC, CAC(N)i CAT, . . . ,
TGT(N)i TGT}

(64 i-motifs).
For each s of F, the counter ci (s) counts the
occurrences of mi in s. In order to count the mi
occurrences in the same conditions for all i $ [0, 99],
only
the
first
L(s) = l(s) − 104
(=l(s) − (99 + 6) + 1) bases of s are examined
(correction of the side effect induced by the end of the
sequence which would have led to a decrease of
probabilities). The occurrence probability oi (s) of mi
for s is then equal to the ratio of the counter to the
total number of current bases read, i.e. oi (s) = ci (s)/
L(s). The occurrence probability Aw,w' (i, F) of mi for
F is finally equal to
Aw,w' (i, F) = s oi (s)/n(F).
s$F

For a population F, the function i:Aw,w' (i, F) giving
the mean occurrence probability that w' occurs i bases
after w is called autocorrelation function w(N)i w'
(associated with the i-motif w(N)i w') and is
represented as a curve. Note that in order to have a
sufficient number of m99 occurrences, the autocorrelation function is applied to sequences having a minimal
length of 500 bases.
The three gene populations F analysed here with
the 64 autocorrelation functions are: the eukaryotic
protein coding genes (16366 sequences, 23620 kb);
the prokaryotic protein coding genes (8809 sequences,
10770 kb) and the viral protein coding genes (6252
sequences, 9690 kb). They are obtained from release
34 of the EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Data Library
in the same way as described in previous studies (see
e.g. Arquès & Michel, 1990a, for a description of data
acquisition). The autocorrelation function Aw,w' (i, F)
is represented as a curve as follows:
(i) the abscissa shows the number i of bases N
between w and w', by varying i between 0 and 99;
(ii) the ordinate gives the mean occurrence
probability of w(N)i w' in a gene population F.

The 64 autocorrelation functions applied to protein
coding genes are all non-random. Each autocorrelation function has a periodicity among the four
following types:
2.2.

F. 2. Periodicity 0 modulo 3 identified with the autocorrelation
function CAT(N)i CAT common to the protein coding genes of
eukaryotes, prokaryotes and viruses, and simulated by the stochastic
automaton A (defined in Scheme 2) subjected to random insertions
and deletions of trinucleotides. (a) Periodicity 0 modulo 3 in the
protein coding genes of eukaryotes; (b) periodicity 0 modulo 3
in the protein coding genes of prokaryotes; (c) periodicity 0
modulo 3 in the protein coding genes of viruses; (d) periodicity 0
modulo 3 simulated.
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(ii) Type 2: periodicity 1 modulo 3 (maximal
values of the function at i = 1, 4, 7, etc), for
example the autocorrelation function CAT(N)i TAC
in the protein coding genes of eukaryotes

[Fig. 3(a)], prokaryotes [Fig. 3(b)] and viruses
[Fig. 3(c)];
(iii) Type 3: periodicity 2 modulo 3 (maximal
values of the function at i = 2, 5, 8, etc), for example

F. 3. Periodicity 1 modulo 3 identified with the autocorrelation
function CAT(N)i TAC common to the protein coding genes of
eukaryotes, prokaryotes and viruses, and simulated by the stochastic
automaton A (defined in Scheme 2) subjected to random insertions
and deletions of trinucleotides. (a) Periodicity 1 modulo 3 in the
protein coding genes of eukaryotes; (b) periodicity 1 modulo 3
in the protein coding genes of prokaryotes; (c) periodicity 1
modulo 3 in the protein coding genes of viruses; (d) periodicity 1
modulo 3 simulated.

F. 4. Periodicity 2 modulo 3 identified with the autocorrelation
function TAC(N)i CAT common to the protein coding genes of
eukaryotes, prokaryotes and viruses, and simulated by the stochastic
automaton A (defined in Scheme 2) subjected to random insertions
and deletions of trinucleotides. (a) Periodicity 2 modulo 3 in the
protein coding genes of eukaryotes; (b) periodicity 2 modulo 3
in the protein coding genes of prokaryotes; (c) periodicity 2
modulo 3 in the protein coding genes of viruses; (d) periodicity 2
modulo 3 simulated.
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T 1
Periodicities and coherence relation between the
i-motifs common to the protein coding genes of
eukaryotes, prokaryotes and viruses

F. 5. Periodicity 0 modulo 3 identified with the autocorrelation
function YRY(N)i YRY in the protein coding genes of eukaryotes
resulting, according to the Table 1, from the addition of 28 i-motifs
with periodicity 0 modulo 3 (top curve) compared to the addition
of 14 i-motifs with periodicities 1 and 2 modulo 3 (two mixed
bottom curves).

the autocorrelation function TAC(N)i CAT in the
protein coding genes of eukaryotes [Fig. 4(a)],
prokaryotes [Fig. 4(b)] and viruses [Fig. 4(c)];
(iv) Type 4: a mixing of two periodicities among
the three previous types: either 0 and 1 modulo 3
(maximal values of the function at i = 0, 1, 3, 4, 6, 7,
etc) or 0 and 2 modulo 3 (maximal values of the
function at i = 0, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, etc) (data not shown).
Table 1 gives the list of i-motifs (autocorrelation
functions) having single periodicities (the first three
types): 28 i-motifs have periodicity 0 modulo 3,
seven i-motifs have periodicity 1 modulo 3 and seven
i-motifs have periodicity 2 modulo 3. Each of these
42 i-motifs has the same type of periodicity in the
three populations of protein coding genes (data not
shown). The other 22 i-motifs have Type 4 periodicities at least in one population and are only described briefly here.
Table 1 identifies a strong coherence relation
between the i-motifs (visualized by correspondence
lines):
(i) If two i-motifs w(N)i w' and w'(N)i w have the
same periodicity then they have periodicity 0 modulo
3. In particular, the i-motifs w(N)i w have necessarily
the periodicity 0 modulo 3.
(ii) If two i-motifs w(N)i w' and w'(N)i w do not
have the same periodicity then they have periodicities
1 and 2 modulo 3 (mixed with periodicity 0 modulo
3 in the case of the Type 4).

Table 1 also explains why the i-motif YRY(N)i YRY
has periodicity 0 modulo 3 which hides periodicities
1 and 2 modulo 3. Indeed, as the 42 i-motifs obtained
by specification of YRY(N)i YRY on {A, C, G, T}
have occurrence probabilities of the same level, the
addition of 28 i-motifs with periodicity 0 modulo 3
(top curve in Fig. 5), compared to the addition of
14 i-motifs with periodicities 1 and 2 modulo 3
(two bottom curves in Fig. 5), leads to a periodicity
0 modulo 3 with YRY(N)i YRY. The addition of the
same number (i.e. seven) of i-motifs with periodicities
1 and 2 modulo 3 explains their same probability
level (two mixed bottom curves in Fig. 5). Note that
the addition of the 22 i-motifs with a mixing of
two periodicities increases the amplitude between the
top and bottom curves as periodicity 0 modulo 3 is
common to these 22 i-motifs.
In summary, periodicity 0 modulo 3 of
YRY(N)i YRY is the consequence of a greater number
of periodicities 0 modulo 3 with the 64 i-motifs
compared to the numbers of periodicities 1 and 2
modulo 3.

3. Simulation of the Three Periodicities Identified
in Protein Coding Genes

The three periodicities 0, 1 and 2 modulo 3 identified
in protein coding genes are simulated by
an evolutionary model at two successive processes.
The simulated genes are constructed with a stochastic
automaton (a newly developed process of gene construction) (explained in Arquès & Michel, 1990b, 1992
and below) followed by random insertions/deletions of
trinucleotides (a process of gene evolution simulating
the RNA editing used in Arquès & Michel, 1992).
3.1.

. . ` 
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T 2(a)
Correspondence between the computer theory of languages and the gene structure
Gene structure

Computer theory of languages
Letter of the alphabet B = {A, C, G, T} or P = {R, Y}

Four nucleotides (bases):
A = Adenine
= R = Purine
G = Guanine

7
7

C = Cytosine
= Y = Pyrimidine
T = Thymine
Oligonucleotide
Gene or DNA sequence
Gene population

Word of a small size (Q10 letters) of B* or P*
Word of a large size (q100 letters) of B* or P*
Language B* or P*

T 2(b)
Correspondence between the computer theory of languages and the gene construction process
Gene construction process
Duplication of an oligonucleotide
Mixing of oligonucleotides

Computer theory of languages
Concatenation of a word of a small size on the alphabet B or P
Independent or Markov concatenation of words of small sizes on the
alphabet B or P

T 2(c)
Correspondence between the computer theory of languages and the gene evolution process
Gene evolution process
Substitution
Transversion
RNA editing

Computer theory of languages
Random transformations of letters on the alphabet B
Random transformations of letters on the alphabet P: R 4 Y and Y 4 R
Random insertions and deletions in words of letters or words of small sizes
on the alphabet B or P

We briefly remind the reader [Tables 2(a)–(c)] the
correspondences existing between the computer theory
of languages and: (i) the gene structure [Table 2(a)],
(ii) the gene construction process [Table 2(b)] and
(iii) the gene evolution process [Table 2(c)] which are
used in the following.
3.1.1. Gene construction with a stochastic automaton
In order to obtain a simulated gene population
(a language) having the three periodicities 0, 1 and 2
modulo 3 and the i-motifs correctly associated with
the periodicities, an automaton is constructed
according to the coherence relation between the
i-motifs identified in Table 1. The automaton
considered here is stochastic: the choice between the
edges issued from a same state is equiprobable. It
constructs words having the properties of the
automaton and therefore the coherence relation
between the i-motifs. The words are constructed by a
random path (a series of edges) in the automaton so
that the edge crossing concatenates the word
associated with the edge to the building word. This
gene construction has similarities with translation
which concatenates the amino acid of an aminoacyltRNA to the growing peptide of a peptidyl-tRNA.

Construction rules of the automaton. (i) Construction rules of the automaton to generate the
periodicities 1 and 2 modulo 3 correctly associated
with the i-motifs w(N)i w', i equal to 1 or 2 modulo
3, and the periodicity 0 modulo 3 correctly associated
with the i-motifs w(N)i w , i equal to 0 modulo 3,
w, w' $ T = {CAC, CAT, . . . , TGT} being a trinucleotide obtained by specification of YRY on
{A, C, G, T}:
All edges issued from a same state are associated
with a word of the type w(N)i with w $ T and i equal
1 or 2, i.e. the words wN or wNN (N = A, C, G or
T). The automaton is represented as follows. The
label of each state is the trinucleotide w common to
all edges issued from the state. The label of each edge
issued from a state is the number 1 or 2 of any bases
N to be added to the trinucleotide w in order to
concatenate the word w(N)i to the building word
during the edge crossing. The coherence relation
between the i-motifs leading to the periodicities 1 and
2 modulo 3, i.e. the paired i-motifs w(N)i w' and
w'(N)3 − i w, i equal to 1 or 2 modulo 3, leads to label
two opposite edges with the paired words w(N)i and
w'(N)3 − i , i equal to 1 or 2. Scheme 1 shows such an
elementary closed path (of length 2).

 

S 1. Elementary closed path deduced from the coherence
relation between the i-motifs leading to the periodicities 1 and 2
modulo 3 in Table 1.

One
closed
path
constructs
the
word
w(N)i w'(N)3 − i w = w(N)6 w congruent to 0 modulo 3,
the word w(N)1 w' congruent to 1 modulo 3 and the
word w'(N)2 w congruent to 2 modulo 3. Two closed
paths construct the word w(N)15 w congruent to 0
modulo 3, the word w(N)10 w' congruent to 1 modulo
3 and the word w'(N)11 w congruent to 2 modulo 3, etc.
(ii) Construction rules of the automaton to generate
in addition the periodicity 0 modulo 3 correctly
associated with the i-motifs w(N)i w', i equal to 0
modulo 3:
The automaton is constructed by a concatenation
of elementary closed paths according to a tree so
that the concatenation of two elementary closed
paths leads to the word w(N)i w0(N)3 − i w' = w(N)6 w'
(i equal to 1 or 2) congruent to 0 modulo 3.
The automaton A. The final automaton A
(Scheme 2) is obtained by a concatenation of
seven elementary closed paths deduced from the
coherence relation between the i-motifs leading to
the periodicities 1 and 2 modulo 3 in Table 1.
The automaton A allows the retrieval of several
periodicities which have not been directly introduced.
For example, the sub-automaton of A in Scheme 3
(a concatenation of some elementary closed paths
of A) generates periodicities 1 (respectively 2) modulo
3 with the i-motif TGC(N)i CAT (respectively
CAT(N)i TGC) identified in Table 1 by constructing
the word TGCNCGTNTACNNCAT = TGC(N)10CAT (respectively, CATNTACNNCGTNNTGC=

S 2. The automaton A.

S 3. Example of an sub-automaton of A.
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CAT(N)11 TGC) which is congruent to 1 (respectively,
2) modulo 3.
Other simple sub-automata of A generate the
periodicity 0 modulo 3 associated with the i-motifs
w(N)i w' = CGC(N)i CAC, CGC(N)i CAT, CGC(N)i CGT and their associated i-motifs w'(N)i w identified
in Table 1.
3.1.2. Gene evolution by random insertions and deletions
of trinucleotides
A population S of 400 simulated genes of 3000 base
length is generated with the automaton A. Note
that the computations obtained with such a sample of
1.2 million bases are precise and stable (i.e. there is
no random fluctuations in the probability calculus of
i-motifs: a sample having for example 200 simulated
genes of 1000 base length leads to similar results).
The 64 autocorrelation functions are computed in
this simulated population S (before evolution) as
defined in Section 2.1. As expected, they have periodicities 0, 1 and 2 modulo 3 correctly associated with
the i-motifs. The gene construction process given in
Section 3.1.1 is the most important (and difficult) step
in the simulation. However, the amplitudes of periodicities (mean probability difference between the top
and bottom curves) are higher than the ones observed
in the genes (data not shown). As explained in detail
in Arquès & Michel (1990b, 1992), a simple process
of gene construction, i.e. based on an operation (a
duplication, an independent mixing, here a stochastic
automaton) involving only a few types of oligonucleotides (here eight trinucleotides), leads to simulated
genes with strong statistical properties (e.g. higher
amplitudes of periodicities) because some trinucleotides are not used in the simulation. In order to have
a higher correlation between real and simulated
curves (i.e. not only with the curve shape but also with
the curve level), a random process of gene evolution
(substitutions or insertions/deletions of trinucleotides) must follow the gene construction process. The
trinucleotide insertion/deletion process used here is
similar to RNA editing (Benne et al., 1986). We refer
the reader to the reviews (Benne, 1989; Feagin, 1990;
Simpson, 1990; Cech, 1991; Stuart, 1991; Covello &
Gray, 1993) for the biological description of RNA
editing, and also the Introduction and Section 2.2 in
Arquès & Michel (1992) for the similarities between
the insertion/deletion process and RNA editing. In
addition to the similarities already mentioned concerning the functions of RNA editing in actual genes such
as a correcting mechanism, recent experimental work
shows that RNA editing and trinucleotides are also
factors of gene evolution (Landweber & Gilbert,
1993, 1994; Morell, 1993; Kuhl & Caskey, 1993).

. . ` 
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Therefore, the simulated population S is subjected
to a trinucleotide insertion/deletion process with
steps such that at each step there are one random (in
position and type) insertion of one trinucleotide and
one random (in position) deletion of one trinucleotide
per simulated gene. Note that the choice of a same
number for the inserted bases and the deleted ones
allows one to keep genes with the same length during
the insertion/deletion process. The 64 autocorrelation
functions are computed every ten steps as defined in
Section 2.1.
3.2.



Figure 2(d) [respectively, Figs 3(d) and 4(d)] shows
the autocorrelation functions CAT(N)i CAT (respectively, CAT(N)i TAC and TAC(N)i CAT) after 600
insertions/deletions of trinucleotides per simulated
gene in the simulation population S generated with
the automaton A. For each of these three i-motifs,
the autocorrelation function in these simulated genes
is strongly correlated with that in protein coding
genes (eukaryotes, prokaryotes and viruses), for the
type as well as for the probability level of periodicities.
Furthermore, this correlation is verified in almost
all i-motifs, as only six i-motifs among 64 have a
simulated periodicity different from the periodicities
observed in the three gene populations (data not
shown). Note that 600 is an average number and
represents the middle of a step range in which the
statistical properties are similar. Indeed, during the
insertion/deletion process, there is a continuous
modification of probabilities of simulated periodicities
towards the random situation represented as a
horizontal line (not observed in protein coding genes).
4. Discussion
The method based on autocorrelation functions
with i-motifs on {A, C, G, T} has mainly allowed:
(i) the retrieval of the classical periodicity 0 modulo
3 which is associated with the normal frame 0 established by the ATG initiation codon; (ii) the identification of two shifted periodicities 1 and 2 modulo 3
which are associated with the shifted frames +1
and −1, respectively, and which have escaped from
previous statistical analyses as they are hidden by the
classical periodicity; and (iii) the demonstration of a
strong coherence relation between the i-motifs stated
in Section 2.2. Furthermore, these three periodicities,
as well as the coherence relation between i-motifs, are
common to the protein coding genes of eukaryotes,
prokaryotes and viruses. Therefore, they are independent of the evolution of protein coding genes: they are
related neither to a particular taxonomy (common to
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three populations) nor to a particular protein coding
function (a population is constituted of thousands of
various genes; see Section 2.1).
The three periodicities are generated by a
non-random distribution of nucleotides in protein
coding genes. The classical periodicity is related to
codon translation while the shifted periodicities
evolve from frameshift site translation. A reminder of
the properties of the genetic code involved in codon
translation are given as follows.
The three codon bases do not have the same
functions in codon translation: there is a strong
difference between the first two bases and the third
one. Indeed, in almost all cases (58 codons among 64),
the third base has either no function whatever its type
in eight groups of four codons (e.g. ACN encodes
Thr) or a function if its type is R in six groups of two
codons (e.g. AAR encodes Lys, TAR is a stop codon)
or Y in seven groups of two codons (e.g. AAY
encodes Asn). In some species, this property can be
verified in all cases (eight groups of four codons and
two times eight groups of two codons): for example,
in yeast and mammalian mitochondria, ATA may
encode Met instead of Ile and TGA, Trp instead of
the stop codon. This genetic code degeneracy is
related to the wobble concept (Crick, 1966) which
states that the codon–anticodon pairing in the first
two codon sites (the last two anticodon sites) follows
the classical pairing rules (A · T, C · G) whereas
mismatches (G · T) are allowed in the third codon
site (first anticodon site or wobble site). The wobble
concept is supported by experimental studies with
synthetic trinucleotides which demonstrate that single
tRNAs can pair with two codons according to the
wobble rules. Further analyses, showing that single
tRNAs can pair with four codons which have the
same first two bases, lead to the ‘‘two out of three’’
rule (Lagerkvist, 1978, 1981) stating that only the
first two codon bases are significant in the codon–
anticodon pairing. However, the anticodon loop and
the proximal stem may also be involved in the codon
pairing (Yarus, 1982). Furthermore, unexpected
mismatches in the first codon site (G · T) and the third
codon site (C · A) have been recently observed
(Schultz & Yarus, 1994). Finally, the complexity of
this pairing increases with the presence of modified
bases in the wobble site, for example inosine
(I · A, I · C, I · T).
Frameshift site translation generates the shifted
periodicities. There are mainly two ribosomal frameshifting processes that can create overlapping genes or
concatenated genes from different frames: hopping
and slipping. Hopping can be defined as a ribosomal
shift e2 bases in the 5'–3' or 3'–5' direction. It

 
requires a take-off site and a landing site. For
example, these two sites can be separated by two bases
as in GTG
GTR decoded as Val, by five bases as in
AACTCAAT decoded as Asn, by six bases as in
CTTTAGCTA decoded as Leu and GTGTAAGTT
decoded as Val, up to 50 bases (E. coli, Weiss et al.,
1987, 1990; O’Connor et al., 1989). Slipping can be
defined as a ribosomal shift of one base either in the
3'–5' direction (−1 frameshift) or in the 5'–3' direction (+1 frameshift). For example, the sites AAAN,
CTTG, GGGG and TTTA direct −1 frameshift
(retroviruses, Hizi et al., 1987; Jacks et al., 1988;
plants, Prüfer et al., 1992). In contrast, the sites
AAGY, CCGT, CTTA, CTTT, GGGT and GTTT
provoke +1 frameshift (E. coli, Weiss et al., 1987,
1988a; S. typhimurium, Tuohy et al., 1992; yeast
transposon, Mellor et al., 1985; Belcourt & Farabaugh,
1990). Therefore, only a few specific sites in protein
coding genes are frameshift sites (see e.g. an experimental demonstration in Belcourt & Farabaugh,
1990). The site TTTT can induce −1 frameshift
(retroviruses, Jacks et al., 1988; yeast mitochondria,
Fox & Weiss-Brummer, 1980) as well as +1 frameshift (yeast mitochondria, Fox & Weiss-Brummer,
1980). Therefore, secondary frameshift sites in protein
coding genes associated with the (primary) frameshift
sites may influence frameshifting, for example a
Shine–Dalgarno-like sequence located three bases
upstream the frameshift site (Weiss et al., 1988b), a
stem-loop structure downstream the frameshift site
(Jacks et al., 1988; Le et al., 1989; Prüfer et al., 1992).
The tRNAs interacting with the non-random
frameshift sites to promote slipping and hopping are
called ‘‘shifty’’ tRNAs. These shifty tRNAs have
often a modified anticodon, for example, a posttranscriptional modification of the wobble base (e.g.
Meir et al., 1985) and/or an extended anticodon
(e.g. Riddle & Carbon, 1973), so that the number and
site of bases in the codon–anticodon pairing allow
non-standard translation at the frameshift site and
frameshifting, such as a two or four base translation
in normal frame, a three base translation in −1 or +1
shifted frames, etc. To date, few ribosomal frameshifting mechanisms have been reported (e.g. Bruce
et al., 1986; Jacks et al., 1988; O’Connor et al., 1989;
Belcourt & Farabaugh, 1990). The mechanism found
by Jacks et al. (1988), which is the most conserved
according to the available data, is used to generate
the shifted periodicities in the primitive translation
model of Crick et al. (1976) (see below). Similarly, the
frameshift suppressor tRNAs which allow the normal
frame to be kept, have also often a modified anticodon interacting with non-random frameshift sites
such as AAAN, ACCN, CCCN, CCGT and GGGN
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(e.g. Riddle & Roth, 1972; Riddle & Carbon, 1973;
Kohno & Roth, 1978; Donahue et al., 1981; Bossi &
Roth, 1981; Gaber & Culbertson, 1984).
The non-random distribution of nucleotides in
codons and frameshift sites presented above are
associated with the codon–anticodon pairing. Other
mRNA sites, interacting for example with tRNA
bases outside the anticodon, rRNAs or with
ribosomal and non-ribosomal proteins, may act on
codon and frameshift site translation, tRNA selection
and proofreading, which are functions involved in
protein synthesis. For example, the Shine–Dalgarnolike sequence, mentioned above, pairs with the 3' end
of 16S rRNA to influence frameshifting (Weiss et al.,
1988b). Theoretically, 30–40 bases of mRNA may
interact at any time in the ribosome with two tRNAs
(02 × 75 bases), four rRNAs in eukaryotes (07000
bases in total) and various proteins, in particular
080 ribosomal proteins in eukaryotes, the initiation,
elongation and release factors, etc.
From an evolutionary point of view, the three
periodicities can be examined in the primitive translation model proposed by Crick et al. (1976). In
this model, the primitive tRNAs have an anticodon
involving seven conserved (in actual tRNAs) nucleotides (Barrell & Clark, 1974) in two alternative stacking configurations. The aminoacyl-tRNA adopts the
5' stacked configuration with the five-base anticodon
YYa1 a2 a3 , a1 being the wobble base (Woese, 1970).
On the other hand, the peptidyl-tRNA adopts the 3'
stacked configuration with the five-base anticodon
a1 a2 a3 RN (Fuller & Hodgson, 1967). A stacked
configuration pairs with a five-base codon. Note that
a primitive codon-anticodon pairing involving only
three bases, such as an actual one without ribosome,
is not stable enough for codon translation (Grosjean
et al., 1978). Refer to Crick et al. (1976) and Eigen &
Schuster (1978) for a detailed description of biological
concepts and translation steps. The flip mechanism
(detailed below for the RNY codon) between these
two stacked configurations leads to primitive protein
coding genes constituted of a series of RRY codons
(RRY model) (Crick et al., 1976). These biological
concepts are considered by Eigen & Schuster (1978)
with an anticodon involving only five conserved
nucleotides. Therefore, the aminoacyl-tRNA with the
5' stacked configuration has the four-base anticodon
Ya1 a2 a3 (3'a3 a2 a1 Y) pairing with the four-base codon
c1 c2 c3 R, and the peptidyl-tRNA with the 3' stacked
configuration has the four-base anticodon a1 a2 a3 R
(3'Ra3 a2 a1 ) pairing with the four-base codon Yc1 c2 c3
(Scheme 7). The flip mechanism between these two
stacked configurations keeps the three anticodon
bases 3'a3 a2 a1 paired with the three codon bases c1 c2 c3
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RNY model:

5' . R N Y R N Y R N Y R N Y R N Y R N Y R N Y . 3'
5 5 5
5 5 5
Autocorrelation function:
Y R Y N N N Y R Y
Mixing model:

5' . Y R Y N N N Y R Y N N N N N N Y R Y N N N . 3'
5 5 5
5 5 5
Autocorrelation function:
Y R Y N N N Y R Y
S 4. Compatibility of the periodicity 0 modulo 3 with the RNY model and the oligonucleotide mixing model. The symbol ‘‘5’’
means base pairing between YRY(N)3 YRY and the RNY model and between YRY(N)3 YRY and the oligonucleotide mixing model.

RNY model:

5' . R N Y R N Y R N Y R N Y R N Y R N Y R N Y . 3'
5 5 5
05 5
Autocorrelation function:
Y R Y N N N N Y R Y
Mixing model:

5' . Y R Y N N N Y R Y N N N N N N Y R Y N N N . 3'
5 5 5
5 5 5
Autocorrelation function:
Y R Y N N N N Y R Y
S 5. Incompatibility of the periodicity 1 modulo 3 with the RNY model and compatibility of the periodicity 1 modulo 3 with the
oligonucleotide mixing model. The symbols ‘‘5’’ and ‘‘0’’ mean base pairing and non base pairing, respectively, between YRY(N)4 YRY
and the RNY model and between YRY(N)4 YRY and the oligonucleotide mixing model.

RNY model:

5' . R N Y R N Y R N Y R N Y R N Y R N Y R N Y . 3'
5 5 5
5 00
Autocorrelation function:
Y R Y N N N N N Y R Y
Mixing model:

5' . Y R Y N N N Y R Y N N N N N N Y R Y N N N . 3'
5 5 5
5 5 5
Autocorrelation function:
Y R Y N N N N N Y R Y
S 6. Incompatibility of the periodicity 2 modulo 3 with the RNY model and compatibility of the periodicity 2 modulo 3 with the
oligonucleotide mixing model. The symbols ‘‘5’’ and ‘‘0’’ mean base pairing and non base pairing, respectively, between YRY(N)5 YRY
and the RNY model and between YRY(N)5 YRY and the oligonucleotide mixing model.

for codon translation. The sequence 3'Ra3 a2 a1 a3 a2 a1 Y
of the peptidyl and aminoacyl tRNAs paired with
mRNA during the flip mechanism leads to primitive
protein coding genes constituted of a series of RNY
codons (RNY model) (Scheme 7). The RNY codon
includes the RRY codon (N = R). Note that the RNY
codon is also more symmetrical than the RRY codon
(same number of R and Y on a strand and same
codon type on the complementary strand). On the
other hand, the oligonucleotide mixing model
(Arquès & Michel, 1990b) developed from the
identification of non-random statistical properties in
protein coding and non-coding genes proposes that
the primitive genes, and in particular the primitive
protein coding genes, are generated by an independent mixing (in contrast to a series) of a few types of
oligonucleotides whose two main types are YRY(N)3
and YRY(N)6 . The three periodicities observed in the
actual protein coding genes can be associated with the
oligonucleotide mixing model but not with the RNY
model (and also not with the RRY model which is a
particular case of the RNY model):
(i) Periodicity 0 modulo 3 with the i-motifs on
{A, C, G, T} is compatible with the RNY model and
the oligonucleotide mixing model. Indeed, by choos-

ing a representative of this periodicity on {R, Y}, for
example YRY(N)3 YRY, Scheme 4 easily verifies this
assertion.
(ii) Periodicity 1 modulo 3 with the i-motifs on
{A, C, G, T} is incompatible with the RNY model but
compatible with the oligonucleotide mixing model.
Scheme 5 easily verifies this assertion by choosing
YRY(N)4 YRY as a representative of this periodicity.
(iii) Periodicity 2 modulo 3 with the i-motifs on
{A, C, G, T}, as with periodicity 1 modulo 3, is
incompatible with the RNY model but compatible
with the oligonucleotide mixing model. Scheme 6
verifies this assertion by choosing YRY(N)5 YRY as
a representative of this periodicity.
The shifted periodicities 1 and 2 modulo 3 cannot
be associated with the RNY and RRY models
deduced from the primitive translation model of
Crick et al. (1976). The shifted periodicities can be
easily explained in a variant in which the codon
translation is sometimes replaced by frameshift site
translation. The mechanism chosen in Scheme 7
involves an anticodon 3'a3 a2 pairing with the codon
c3 c1 according to the −1 frameshifting process of
simultaneous slippage of the aminoacyl and peptidyl
tRNAs found by Jacks et al. (1988). This process is
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S 7. The primitive translation model of Crick et al. (1976) with an anticodon involving five conserved nucleotides leading to the
RNY model (Eigen & Schuster, 1978) only explains the classical periodicity 0 modulo 3 (see text). A variant of the primitive translation
model of Crick et al. (1976), introducing frameshift site translation, explains the classical periodicity 0 modulo 3 and the shifted periodicities
1 and 2 modulo 3. For example, the first occurrence of the frameshift site translation according to the −1 frameshifting process of
simultaneous slippage of the aminoacyl and peptidyl tRNAs (Jacks et al., 1988), generates the periodicity 2 modulo 3 with the
autocorrelation function YRY(N)i YRY. The symbol ‘‘—’’ means non base pairing and the numbers correspond to the sites of bases in
the codon and anticodon.

supported by recent experimental results and appears
to be the most conserved (Prüfer et al., 1992). It is
important to stress that the pattern for the shifted
frame is always the same, except at the frameshift site,
whatever the mechanism of frameshift site translation
(i.e. whatever the number and site of bases involved
in the codon-anticodon pairing): theoretically, any
mechanism can be chosen. Remember that the shifted
periodicities identified here are verified for large
values of i (at least until i = 99). Precisely, the first
occurrence of this frameshift site translation in protein coding genes generates the periodicity 2 modulo
3 with the autocorrelation function YRY(N)i YRY

(Scheme 7), the second occurrence generates the
periodicity 1 modulo 3 and the third occurrence
restores the periodicity 0 modulo 3 (data not shown).
Other types of frameshift site translations in protein
coding genes, such as the +1 frameshifting process
of the peptidyl tRNA during a translational pause
(Belcourt & Farabaugh, 1990), generate the periodicities 1, 2 and 0 modulo 3 successively. Note that
most of the amino acids might have been encoded by
codon translation; a few amino acids, by frameshift
site translation. This feature may also traduce the
malleability of the genetic code (Schultz & Yarus,
1994).
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The shifted periodicities observed in the actual
protein coding genes could have no function and only
bear traces of primitive translation. However, they
may also reveal overlapping genes or concatenated
genes from different frames. Further analyses in
protein coding genes and tRNAs are currently in
investigation to deepen the relation between the type
of periodicity and the codon base according to its
alphabet ({R, Y} or {A, C, G, T}) as well as its site.
This approach could be used to locate the frameshift
sites in protein coding genes and to characterize the
anticodons of shifty tRNAs.
We thank Dr Nouchine Soltanifar for her advice. This
work was supported by INSERM grant (contrat de
recherche externe No 930101).
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